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EURINDIA: Exhibition
of textiles and maps
Eurlndia is a pilot project on textiles &
maps able to include, in the long term,
additional types of documents and
geographical areas.The project focuses
in particular on the history of the
economic and culturalrelationsbetvveen

Europe and Indiathrough their
documented aspects, specificallythe
large text and iconographie collections
preserved in both regions in the fields
of map drawing and textile commerce.

As a general objective,the project seeks
to increase public awareness of the
importance of historical trade and
commercial archives through the
publication of surveys and inventories,
the diffusionof documents on the

Internet (with a multilingualdatabase)
and travelingexhibitionsshowingunique
documents (reproductions).

The partnership consists of the following
European and Indian organizations with
specifie expertise: Centre de

Conservationdu Livre- France, Universrty
of Gent - Belgium;Università Cattolica
di Piacenza- Italy;Archivesd'Outre-Mer
- France; University of Delhi; Punjab
State ArchivesThe project is funded
underthe EU-India Economic Cross

Cultural Programme (ECCP).
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CLIMON: Protection ofhistorical
monuments
The protection of cultural heritage is one of the very
important tasks of the present generation. Both in Indiaand
Europe, there is a great diversity and number of buildings
of cultural heritage. One major source of damage on these
buildingsisthe influence of climate:temperature variations,
moisture,penetrating rainand solar radiationThe preservation
of such monuments requires elaborate tools and knowledge
of the influencingparameters for damage.This knowledge
is now strenghthened with this collaboration between
Europe and India.

The CLiMON-project, supported by the EU under the EU-
India Economic Cross-Cultural Programme, aims at
exchangingthese needed tools and knowledge,firstbetvveen
the project partners, and second with other experts in the
field of preservation.

The partnership consists oftwo European universities:TU
Dresden, Germany as main applicant and CU Leuven,
Belgium,two Indian institutions:the Indian Institute of
Technology Delhi and the MalaviyaNationallnstitute of
TechnologyJaipuras Indianscientificpartners, and the Indian
Council of Architecture, which with its reputation and
connections is essential for the dissemination and usage of
the project results.An associate partner isthe Archaeological
Survey of India.

Improving the seismic resistance of
cultural heritage,buildings
Many EU countries, like Portugal and Italy,and regions in India

are located in a high-exposure seismic scenario. Earthquakes,
as the dominant agents of damage, necessitate particular
consideration. ln fact, ground shakings take only a few seconds,
or at most a few minutes to result in to a Cultural Historical

Buildings (CHB) catastrophic failure.

ln order to avoid further dramat

of the invaluable EU and Indiar

theoretical knowledge and pra
experience, gained through les
learned in recent environ ment

disastrous events, have to be joil

interwoven.This project, with a
partnership of academics and;

researchers involved in major (

studies in the EU and India, re~
the ideal environment for the l

and integration of activities relé

the preservation of the existin~

aimed at providing adequate
technologies and proper applic
guidelines for CHB structures

conservation practices.

This European Union supported

has selected Delhi's towering r
symbol Qutub Minaras the Ine
to carry out seismic resistance
Project partners are University0
(Portugal), Technical University
Catalonia (Spain), Central Build

Research Institute (India), Unive
Padua (Italy) funded under the E

Economic Cross Cultural Progr
(ECCP).


